The Command and Control (C2) system plays the dominant role in the military organization. With the incensement of military mission's complexity, the uncertainty and unfamiliar are the major challenges for the tasks and planners assignment in C2 organization. Recently, the agility is highlighted in the next generation of C2 organization, called agile C2. In order to address on assignment for decision-maker and tasks in the agile way, we present a novel assignment algorithm based the nested optimization. We discretize the time-domain in the way of horizon partition. Based the smaller time scale, the nested assignment for decision-maker and tasks can be improved in both time and space complexity. In a simulated case of multi-force joint operation, the proposed algorithm shows the significant improvement compared to the baseline assignment of C2 organization.
INTRODUCTION
The concepts of Command and Control (for military organizations) and Management are associated with a set of assumptions about the nature of a military or business organization. Fundamental to both is the existence of a chain of command with someone in charge [1] . To be successful in a competitive space, organizations must have optimized themselves to deliver the products and services they provide in an effective and efficient manner. A Dynamic Optimization Decision-makers and Decision-layer Model (DODDS) is proposed as the previous work [2] , upon the well-established system model and framework for C2 organization. It is the computable and differentiable model address to agility and dynamical. The model utilizes an optimal time-domain division on the transient execution status of the decision-makers, platforms, and operational tasks. The relationships among these entities are considered * d, mainly hierarchical relationship between two internal decision-makers, the control relationships between decision-makers and platforms, and allocation relationships between platforms and tasks. Two indirect relationships (from decision-makers to tasks), mainly execution and command relationships are expressed in [2] . Inspired by [3, 4] These five relationships are considered as the five major physical quantitative variables in describing the links or networks in a C2-organizational structure. In [2] , the task implementation, collaboration, and command loads, total decision-work and task loads in time-scale, decision contribution degree, and temporal mean quality of decision-making are introduced to express the adjustable cost and decision-making capacity. The total task decision loads, quality of decision-making, cost of structure, and system profile and capability are modeled in terms of small time scale. The concepts and values of these quantities in various time-steps are coined to model the optimization object function. The detailed concepts and definitions in physical depictions and their expressions in mathematics can be found in [2] .
In this extension paper, we present a novel assignment algorithm based the nested optimization. We discretize the time-domain in the way of horizon partition. Based the smaller time scale, the nested assignment for decision-maker and tasks can be improved in both time and space complexity. In a simulated case of multiforce joint operation, the proposed algorithm shows the significant improvement compared to the baseline assignment of C2 organization.
OPTIMIZATION MODEL OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
Based on the introduction of concepts and terminology definitions, and their mathematical expressions, we outline the final DODDS optimization model [2] as follows:
where DLC is the ultimate optimization object function given as:
where P W and R W are the weights of organizational-decision-making-capacity and the adjustable costs respectively.
The second part accounts for the adjustable costs of structure, ACs. These costs aredue tothe changes of command-relationships between decision-makers and of the control-relationships between decision-makers and platforms. It can be given as
Given limited space, the model details can be found in [2] .
THE NESTED ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
We propose a nested embedding and reassignment algorithm to solve the DODDS. The processes of searching is constructed by two sub-steps.One is to break off the side of the current solution. The other is to add an edge ensuring make the decision tree be valid.
Diversification of temperature control. After iteration n times, a zerotemperature solution is released by using a greedy search algorithm to find the local optimal solution.
Evaluation function. Because the outer 
Reassignment
Similarly to the inner, outer search is the neighborhood search based on the initial structure. The following describes the outer ISA algorithms steps.
Construction of neighborhood solutions. The neighbourhood solutions are constructed by changing a control relationship between decision-makers and platforms. Note that if the number of platforms controlled by each decision maker does not exceed its upper limit CN , the its neighborhood
Diversification of the temperature control. Both outer and inner searchesdeploy the same diversity of ISA temperature control strategy.The only difference is the initial temperature of the outer ISA is set a value.
Evaluation function. It is similar to the outer layer. The evaluation function is given by the first constrain according to Definition 13 in [2] .
Taboo table. In the process for searching each platform, the attached decisionmakers are recently pushed into a taboo table. The size of the taboo table for . Actually, due to the filter of taboo table, the expectation of the time complexity is always much lower.
The algorithm was tested in the Section 4. The results show that the algorithm can quickly solve the DODDS model. According to the first constrain, the above optimization algorithm needs to specify the corresponding horizon (different optimization horizon division for mission). The effects of various solution models are quite different.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we take a multi-joint combat landing operations as example to prove the proposed adaptive optimization model of C2 decision-layer-structure based horizon optimization. In the case, we use some data published in A2C2 experimental set [5, 6] .
Campaign scenario includes the environment, resources of the battle field platform and tasks. The mission M includesthe landing, seizing the airport and port and clearing away the obstacles. We assume that 0 t  is the initial moment of decision-making structure's flexibility optimization. In this mission planning, platforms parameters and there source layer's structure are given from A2C2 experiment [7] .The tasks and decision-making structure is from [5, 6] . The set of initial decision ability for every decision-makers in each execution is defined as
. Each decision maker's workload has an upper limited to . Fig. 2, 3 and 4 shows thata search process of three moments of 100 cooling. In these figures, the abscissa indicates the number of cooling and the vertical axis represents the current temperature of the optimal solution. There is not cooling in GA algorithm, so the abscissa meaningless we mark it in the figure just for ease of comparison. 
CONCLUSIONS
The Command and Control (C2) system plays the dominant role in the military organization. With the incensement of military mission's complexity, the uncertainty and unfamiliar are the major challenges for the tasks and planners assignment in C2 organization. Recently, the agility is highlighted in the next generation of C2 organization, called agile C2. In order to address on assignment for decision-maker and tasks in the agile way, we present a novel assignment algorithm based the nested optimization. We discretize the time-domain in the way of horizon partition. Based the smaller time scale, the nested assignment for decision-maker and tasks can be improved in both time and space complexity. In a simulated case of multi-force joint operation, the proposed algorithm shows the significant improvement compared to the baseline assignment of C2 organization.
